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Thorsten Duit
Knitting for Men

152 Pages | 21 x 26 cm
Softcover| 24,90€
ISBN 978-3-8307-2077-5

Rights available: Worldwide

Publishing Date: March 2020

Key Selling Points:

• A knitting book for the male wardrobe

• 10 different projects from sweaters to socks,
all models in two versions: conservative chic or fashion forward

• Step-by-step instructions with knitting charts

Thorsten Duit has been knitting since he was a little
kid. He specialises in knitting for men and shows his
creations regularly in his Youtube channel
„Garngemunkel“. Knitting for Men is his first book
and incorporates knitting instructions for sweaters,
cardigans, hat, socks, scarfs and even a knitted
backpack!

Thorsten is all about body positivity, his motto is:
„You decide what‘s pretty!“



Ayse Westdickenberg
Sew Your
Perfect Dirndl

144 pages | 22 x 26 cm
Hardcover| 24,90€
ISBN 978-3-8307-2076-8

Rights available: Worldwide

Publishing Date: March 2020

Key Selling Points:

• Only book on the market for sewing „Dirndl“, the traditional bavarian
dress worn at Oktoberfest

• A mix-and-match pattern system allows countless Dirndl designs

• Step-by-step instructions with lots of pictures for stress-free sewing

This book allows sewing enthusiasts to create their
own individual „Dirndl“. These dresses are
traditionally worn at the Oktoberfest in Munich and
consist of a dress and apron, either with or without
a matching blouse. Fashion designer Ayse
Westdickenberg has designed a „mix-and-match“
pattern system with 5 different dress versions with
corresponding aprons and blouses. All parts can be
interchanged with each other, enabling the reader
to become his/her own „Dirndl Designer“!

The step-by-step instructions help even new sewists
to master all relevant techniques.



Elisabeth Poniz
The Manga 
Drawing Course

144 pages | 21 x 26 cm
Flex Cover| 16,90€
ISBN 978-3-8307-1453-8

Rights available: Worldwide

Publishing Date: March 2020

Key Selling Points:

• Your Manga Drawing Workshop in book form

• Grown-up, realistic manga style for all those who want to evolve from
the Shojo style

• New system with „drawing lines“ make drawing cool mangas easy

This is the right book for all those Manga fans who
want to learn how to draw something other than
Shojo figures!

Author Elisabeth Poniz is an expert on drawing
more realistic Manga figures – besides doing her
own art work, she has been teaching Manga
drawing classes for years. „The Manga Drawing
Course“ distills all her teaching experience in one
book – including all her tipps and tricks on colouring
Manga figures with different techniques!



Kelly Wright
Punch Needle
20 cool projects

128 pages | 18 x 23 cm
Paperback| 19,90€
ISBN 978-3-8307-2066-9

Rights available: Worldwide

Publishing Date: March 2019

Key Selling Points:

• An in-depth guide to Punch Needle from Europe‘s only certified Oxford 
Punch Needle instructor

• 20 projects with increasing complexity: Learn step by step!

• Hand-drawn patterns included

Kelly Wright has been working with the Punch
Needle technique long before it became all the
rage. She is Europe‘s only certified Oxford Punch
Needle instructor and teaches from her studio
outside of Munich.

„Punch Needle“ includes extensive information on
Punch Needling techniques as well as 20 different
projects: You can start out with small coasters and
work yourself over bags towards rugs and cushions!

As Kelly Wright is an American, she wrote the
manuscript in German and in English – we can
provide all texts in English.



Irene Brischnik
Cute Sock Animals

108 pages | 24.5 x 24.5 cm
Paperback| 19,90€
ISBN 978-3-8307-0997-8

Rights available: Worldwide

Publishing Date: March 2019

Key Selling Points:

• A new life for old socks: Let your creativity run wild!

• 24 projects, grouped by seasons: Spring, summer, fall and winter

• All projects are illustrated by the author and written kid-friendly

Upcycling is all the rage – and as it‘s a known fact
that washing machine eat socks, here is your
solution for the one surviving sock!

Author Irene Brischnik shows how to make 24
different sock animals. All animals are grouped by
season - Christmas mice for winter, an easter bunny
for spring or a Halloween ghost in fall.

The author is also a children‘s book illustrator and
has illustrated the instructions lovingly. The
language is held in a way that bigger kids can follow
the instructions by themselves.



Irina Heemann
Knitting without
seams

248 pages | 15,6 x 17,8 cm
Hardcover| 19,90€
ISBN 978-3-8307-0959-6

Rights available: Worldwide

Publishing Date: 
September  2016

Key Selling Points:

• Innovative new methode for knitting without a seam (top down)

• 16 projects: Sweaters, cardigans and dresses

• In-depth instructions, technical drawings & tips and tricks

Most knitters hate the last step of knitting a sweater
or cardigan: Sewing together the pieces. Author
Irena Heemann has devised a completely new
technique for knitting sweaters absolutely
seamless: A knitter‘s dream!

Irina Heemann studied fashion design, her
technique already won an award. Irina specialises in
patterns for advanced knitters who want to take
their knitting to the next level.



Elisabeth Poniz
Copic Marker

320 pages | 21 x 29,7 cm
Hardcover| 29,90€
ISBN 978-3-8307-1442-2

Rights available: Worldwide

Publishing Date: July 2017

Key Selling Points:

• A comprehensive guide for drawing and coloring with Copic Markers 

• Step-by-step instructions for illustrations and mangas

• Complete with colour reels and techniques for combining colors

You want to draw with copic markers, but haven‘t
quite mastered the technique? Then this is the book
for you! Author Elisabeth Poniz provides readers
with all there is to know about drawing with copic
markers.

All relevant techniques are explained step by step.
There are figure outlines for getting started, later on
Elisabeth Poniz shows the readers how to draw
figures from scratch.

To top things off, a section about combining colors
makes choosing the right copic marker for each
drawing easy.


